
Abstract

There are many handy tips and techniques that can help busy SAS Platform 

Administrators save time, avoid headaches and solve tricky problems. In this 

presentation Paul will highlight 7 particularly useful admin tips on topics he's 

frequently asked about.
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My company, Metacoda, is a SAS Alliance Silver Member that provides add-ons to SAS 

Software to help you work smarter and faster. We focus primarily on enhancing 

access to SAS metadata – information that describes your particular environment, 

including computing and data assets and resources.
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This first tip is to encourage you to look out for, and take advantage of, the Properties

button widely available in many SAS Management Console dialogs. You won’t have to 

remember your location, switch plug-ins, and manually retrace your steps. Use the 

Properties button and just hit the Cancel button to return to where you were without 

getting lost.
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This next tip is for those of you that have 100’s or 1000’s of users registered in SAS 

Management Console. You probably want to search rather than browse. …
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… Use the User Manager plug-in’s Options dialog to change your default view from 

“View All” to Search. …
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… From now on the Search view will be your default view.
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This next tip will be of interest if you have sensitive data sources and need to enforce 

metadata permissions. You can further secure these libraries by converting them to 

Metadata Bound Libraries, available as of SAS 9.3 M2. Unauthorized SAS 

programmers won’t be able to work around them by coding non-metadata libname

statements. SAS 9.4 has a new point & click method for defining them too …
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… and when done, the log even shows you the generated PROC AUTHLIB code. SAS 

9.3 M2 doesn’t have this point & click wizard and requires you to write proc authlib

code.

For more information:

• Creating a Metadata Bound Library with SAS 9.4

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2013/10/sas94-metadata-bound-library/

• Testing Direct Access to SAS Metadata Bound Libraries and Tables

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/12/testing-direct-access-sas-

metadata-bound-libraries-and-tables/

• SAS® 9.4 Guide to Metadata-Bound Libraries

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/seclibag/65483/PDF/default/seclib

ag.pdf

• SAS® 9.3 Guide to Metadata-Bound Libraries

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/seclibag/65159/PDF/default/seclib

ag.pdf
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Many sites like to use Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA) for the simplicity 

and security of automatic login to SAS applications.  Issues can arise when trying to 

use IWA to access secondary servers beyond a single hop, such as accessing remote 

files via UNC paths, or SQL Server databases. IWA can be used, but additional 

measures need to be taken …

For more information:

• PlatformAdmin.com IWA Series

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/tag/iwa/

• SAS & IWA: Two Hops

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/01/sas-and-iwa-two-hops/

• SAS & IWA: Verifying Trusted for Delegation Status

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/03/sas-and-iwa-verify-trusted-

for-delegation/

• SAS & IWA: Host Name Aliases and SPNs

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/04/sas-and-iwa-host-name-

aliases-spns/

• SAS & IWA: Reviewing SPNs

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/04/sas-and-iwa-reviewing-

spns/

• SAS & IWA: Check the Logs

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2012/06/sas-and-iwa-check-the-
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logs/

• SAS® 9.3 Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide: How to Configure 

Integrated Windows Authentication

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/bisecag/63082/HTML/default/view

er.htm#n1d1zo1jsf2o0en1ehu4c4simfky.htm
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SAS servers need to be configured to accept IWA connections and Force the use of 

Kerberos. This configuration is done in both metadata and SAS configuration files. 

The SAS documentation provides a good source of instructions.
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Your SAS workspace servers need to be tagged in Active Directory as Trusted for 

Delegation. Talk to your Windows Domain Administrators about how they can do 

this for you.
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SAS platform installations, by default, restrict access to certain features such as server 

file system browsing and the execution of operating system commands (XCMD).  An 

administrator may need to consider relaxing some of these restrictions if they are 

essential requirements for your business users. 

Additional Resources:

• NOXCMD: NO eXternal CoMmanDs!

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2011/06/noxcmd/

• SAS Restricted Options on UNIX

http://platformadmin.com/blogs/paul/2011/07/sas-restricted-options-unix/

• SAS Global Forum 2010 paper 311-2010

A Practical Approach to Securing a SAS® 9.2 Intelligence Platform Deployment

by Jim Fenton & Robert Ladd

http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings10/311-2010.pdf
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When troubleshooting metadata security issues, I often see people assuming they 

know someone’s effective permissions and sometimes setting unnecessary explicit 

permissions to give them access they might already have. 

Rather than assuming, when you want to find out someone’s access to a single 

object, use the SAS Management Console Explore Authorizations feature. It’s so easy 

to use and will save you time when troubleshooting.
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… and if you want to see the everyone's effective permissions on a single object,

sorted by access level, consider using Metacoda Security Plug-ins Object Permissions 

Explorer.  The Identity Permissions Explorer gives you the other perspective, letting 

you see effective permissions and access levels for a single user over large collections 

of objects, including the entire metadata folder tree.
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Finally, a small extra tip, you might want to join the SAS Deployment community at 

communities.sas.com to share knowledge/tips with your peers, and discover SAS 

admin related videos, webinars, and other resources.

https://communities.sas.com/community/support-communities/sas_deployment/
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